In many studies we wish to assess how a range of variables are associated with a particular outcome and also determine the strength of such relationships so that we can begin to understand how these factors relate to each other at a population level. Ultimately, we may also be interested in predicting the outcome from a series of predictive factors available at, say, a routine clinic visit. In a recent article in Rheumatology, Desai et al. did precisely that when they studied the prediction of hip and spine BMD from hand BMD and various demographic, lifestyle, disease and therapy variables in patients with RA. This article aims to introduce the statistical methodology that can be used in such a situation and explain the meaning of some of the terms employed. It will also outline some common pitfalls encountered when performing such analyses.
i.e. Y is equal to a predictable, systematic mathematical function of x 1 , x 2 , . . . x p plus an unpredictable random error. So, in the article by Desai et al.
[1], Y is BMD measured either at the hip or the spine, and the x variables include age, BMI, hand BMD and disease duration.
Systematic part
The systematic part of the model, f(x 1 , x 2 , . . . x p ), represents the value of Y we would expect to see for particular values of x 1 , x 2 , . . . x p , if there were no unpredictable error: for this reason it is called the predicted value. It is usually written asŶ (Y hat), and it can be thought of as the mean value of Y given the predictors: if we could take a large group of people with identical values of all of the predictors, the mean of Y in the group could be calculated by substituting the values of the predictors into f(x 1 , x 2 , . . . x p ). For the model to be useful in making predictions, the function f(x 1 , x 2 , . . . x p ) needs to be given a concrete definition. The simplest form is a linear function: 
The term b 0 is called the intercept. If all of the predictors x 1 , x 2 , . . . x p are equal to zero, thenŶ will be equal to b 0 . In practice, this rarely happens: no one has a BMD or BMI of zero. The intercept is mathematically necessary, but is not of practical interest. It is probably for this reason that Desai et al. It is essential to remember that the values of the b coefficients depend on the units of the predictor variables. For example, had disease duration been measured in months rather than years, then the coefficient would have been 0.002/12 = 0.00017. For this reason, it is vital to give the units in which all of the predictor variables are measured.
This also means that we cannot judge the contribution of a variable to Y just by looking at its b coefficient. For example, in Table 3 of Desai et al., lumbar spine BMD increases by 0.006 per unit increase in BMI and decreases by 0.014 per unit increase in the multidimensional health assessment questionnaire (MDHAQ). However, a change of one unit (1 kg/m 2 ) in BMI is a modest change (50% of patients have BMI between 23 and 30), whereas a change of one unit in the MDHAQ is a very large change (50% of patients have an MDHAQ between 0.2 and 1.0). Hence, although BMI has a lower coefficient, it has more influence than MDHAQ on spinal BMD because it varies more. This is shown by the fact that BMI has a significant influence on BMD (P = 0.02), whereas MDHAQ does not (P = 0.47).
Random part
The term e from our initial model is the random part, sometimes called the error term or the residual. It represents the difference between the predicted value (Ŷ) and the value observed in real life (Y) (so it can be positive or negative) and is different for each member of the group. So for any given individual:
We usually assume that e follows a normal distribution with mean 0 and S.D. s. This enables us to calculate a prediction interval: given known values for x 1 , x 2 , . . . 
Inference: what does my model tell me about the population?
Inference is the process of extrapolating from the data in a sample to the population as a whole. The values we give to the coefficients are unlikely to be exactly equal to those in the population, but they are likely to be close, and the larger our sample is, the closer they are likely to be.
There are two types of inference: hypothesis tests (Given this sample of data, is it reasonable to suppose that the b coefficient in the population takes a particular value?) and CIs (Given this sample of data, within what range is the population value of the b coefficient likely to lie?).
Hypothesis tests
A hypothesis test weighs the evidence against the hypothesis that a given parameter takes a particular value in the population. In this context, we are interested in testing whether particular b coefficients have a value of 0: or in other words, whether particular variables have no association with Y, the outcome variable.
Most statistics software packages will provide P values for testing individual b coefficients-Desai et al.
[1] present these in column 3 of Tables 2 and 3. It is also possible to generate a single P value to test the hypothesis that all of the b coefficients are 0.
Confidence intervals
In general, it is more useful to give CIs than P values [2] . Even if a coefficient is not significantly different from 0, the CI may contain clinically interesting values and a higher powered study might identify a significant effect. Alternatively, a CI might rule out a meaningful association between a measured x and the outcome Y. If instead an effect is highly significant, a CI will give a narrow range of possible values for a coefficient, so we will have a good idea of its value in the population: a P value, meanwhile, only tells us that 0 is an implausible value.
Goodness of fit: testing the model
Once the model is built, it needs to be tested. One way to do this is to consider how much of the variation in the observed values of our outcome Y can be explained by the model. As the model itself has systematic (Ŷ) and random (e) components, so does its variance:
Obviously, we would like the systematic part of the variance (which we can explain) to be as large as possible and the random part (which we cannot explain) as small as possible. One way to express how well a model fits, then, is to calculate the proportion of the variance in Y that the model can explain. This index is called R 2 , since it can also be calculated by squaring the correlation betweenŶ and Y. and 0.17 for spine BMD. This means that they could predict hip BMD better than spine BMD, but that their model still accounts for much less than half the variation in both hip and spine BMD.
Diagnostics: was this really the right model?
The four datasets in Fig. 1 are taken from a classic statistical text [3] . Although the datasets look very different, if we were to fit linear regression models to each of them, we would get exactly the same result each time: the same coefficients, CIs, predicted values, etc. However, the model would be appropriate only for the first set of data. Any stats package will happily fit a regression model to any of the datasets, so it is vital that we check our data is suitable for linear regression before we present any results. So how can we tell which datasets are suited to linear regression? For models with only a single predictor variable, plotting the outcome against the variable will give a good indication of whether linear regression is appropriate. However, where there are multiple correlated predictor variables, plotting the output against each in turn can be misleading. It is better to plot the residuals (e, above) against each of the measured variables. The commonest problems highlighted by these plots are non-linearity (Fig. 1b) and influential points (Fig. 1c and d) .
Non-linearity
Non-linearity is the most obvious problem that will be illustrated by the type of plot shown in Fig. 1 . If there is nonlinearity in the relationship between the outcome and a particular variable (x i ), the best course of action is to fit a quadratic curve to the data by adding a new term, (b p +1 Â x Fig. 1c and d shows datasets where a single point (an outlier) has had an undue influence on the regression equation. In Fig. 1c , the outlier is responsible for the whole association between x and Y. In this case, it should probably be eliminated as a rogue data point, and we should conclude that there is no association between x and Y (or to put it another way, is equal to zero).
Influential points
The situation in Fig. 1d is less clear: the outlier is an outlier in only the Y direction. It merely exaggerates the slope of the regression line, rather than creating an invalid association. Although there is a technique called robust regression [4] that can minimize the effect of such points, it would probably be wisest to present both the simple linear regression analysis and the robust analysis.
Of course, in a real dataset such influential points might not be immediately obvious. There is a way to identify them, using Cook's distance [5] . Any good statistical 
software will output this information. There have been several suggestions of suitable thresholds for identifying influential points, but it is also possible to examine the distribution of Cook's distances by eye and to identify unusually large values.
Other tests
Strictly speaking, linear regression assumes that the variance of the residuals, Var(e), does not depend on Y, and that the residuals do have a normal distribution. Testing this is quite straightforward: a plot of the residuals against Y will reveal changes in variance, and a QQ plot [6] will reveal deviations from normality. However, the solutions to these problems are too complex to deal with in this article.
Conclusions
In conclusion, linear regression is a powerful way to study predictors of a normally distributed outcome. It makes a number of assumptions about the data that need to be tested to ensure the results are valid. Interested readers may wish to look at Chapter 11 in An Introduction to Medical Statistics [7] or Chapter 9 in Medical Statistics [8] for more information about linear regression.
Rheumatology key messages
. Linear regression can be used to predict values of one variable, given the values of other variables. . For inference from linear regression to be valid, the data must satisfy certain assumptions. . Testing that the data satisfy these assumptions is a vital part of the analysis.
